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 The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan gives a eulogy in memory of Sheikh Jalaluddin Haqqani, a 

senior jihad leader in the organization who became a symbol and a hero in the wake of his 

relentless fight against Soviet forces in Afghanistan in the 1980’s as well as against the American 

invasion of the country in 2001. His family testifies that in his will, he had instructed his followers 

to remain loyal to the Emirate and to maintain unity among the mujahideen. Al-Qaeda 

announces that it is renewing its oath of allegiance to the leader of the Islamic Emirate of 

Afghanistan and commits to follow in the footsteps of Jalaluddin Haqqani. Other terrorist 

organizations affiliated with Al-Qaeda also gave eulogies in Haqqani’s memory, including Huras 

al-Din, Al-Qaeda’s branch in Syria. 

 Sheikh Ayman al-Zawahiri, the leader of Al-Qaeda, explains that the US is still considered the 

main enemy of Muslims, and that all of the wars against Muslims are being waged by the secular 

Crusader West, led by the US. According to him, the US undermines Islam and encourages many 

regimes to kill Muslims, as evident in India, Pakistan and many other countries, as well as in the 

transfer of the US Embassy to Jerusalem. According to him, the US has an organized plan for 

how to conduct this war, which is expressed in its cooperation with secular power groups in the 

Middle East with the aim of influencing Muslim public opinion to serve American interests, as 

an example. In his opinion, understanding US strategy and tactics against Muslims can be very 

helpful in formulating a plan for dealing with the US. In addition, al-Zawahiri calls on Muslims to 

cling to jihad against the US, and to help weaken it in the economic, security and military arenas 

until it withdraws from the lands of Islam and is defeated. Alongside these remarks, al-Zawahiri 

called on Muslims to help their mujahideen brothers in North Africa, especially in the Sahara, 

Sahel and West Africa, to wage jihad against the American-French coalition in any way possible. 

 Sheikh Abdul Rauf, the spokesman for Al-Qaeda, accuses the Pakistani regime and security 

forces of persecuting the Sunni population and jihad fighters in Pakistan and north Waziristan. 

According to him, this policy is used as a tool by the Crusader West and the Jews who seek to 

weaken the Muslim identity and Islam. 

 Abu al-Hassan al-Muhajir, spokesman for the Islamic State (IS), claims responsibility for a 

terrorist attack against a military parade of Iranian Revolutionary Guards forces in Ahvaz, in 

southern Iran. Al-Muhajer threatens additional attacks in Iranian territory and vows that the 



 

 

 

next attacks will be “even more severe and bitter”. 

 Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula (AQAP) claims to have uncovered a spy network operating 

in Yemen on behalf of the Saudi intelligence services. According to the organization, the spy 

network was responsible for providing information to the enemy about the location of the 

organization's operatives in Yemen and for preparing the enemy on how to deal with the 

organization, resulting in the deaths of many senior members of the organization. Sheikh 

Ibrahim Abu Salih, responsible for security in the organization, explains that efforts should be 

made to raise awareness among the residents about spy activity in Yemen, and that despite this 

unfortunate trend, his organization was able to uncover spy cells and thwart efforts by the Saudi 

regime to spy on the organization. In addition, he threatens to catch every spy and advises other 

spies in Yemen to stop their activity and surrender themselves to the organization while 

promising that they would be forgiven if they do so. 

 Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent threatens western governments, including Holland, not to 

disrespect the Prophet Muhammad. According to the organization, this is an ongoing trend 

encouraged by western culture in the name of free speech. The organization warns that this 

trend cannot continue and calls on Muslims living in the West to carry out terrorist attacks 

against anyone involved in debasing the Prophet Muhammad. 

 Jama’at Nusrat al-Islam wal Muslimeen, a Salafi-jihadist umbrella organization in Mali affiliated with 

Al-Qaeda, publishes details about an attack that it carried out on April 14, 2018 against the 

MINUSMA headquarters in Timbuktu, as well as other battles. The organization explains that the 

battle against France is, first and foremost, a battle between faith and heresy and only then an 

economic battle for material resources. Sheikh Yahya Abu al-Humam, a senior member of the 

organization who also serves as emir of the Sahara region of Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb, 

notes that France’s actions in Mali only serve to strengthen the mujahideen. 

 Jund al-Islam in Sinai, which is affiliated with Al-Qaeda, calls on Muslims to migrate to the Sinai 

Peninsula in order to strengthen the battle and jihad in the next campaign against Israel. 

According to the organization, the Sinai arena is considered an important arena from which jihad 

fighters will eventually succeed in liberating Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa Mosque. The organization 

criticizes the United States for its efforts to strengthen the Jewish character of Jerusalem 

following the transfer of the US Embassy to Jerusalem. It also criticizes some Arab regimes, 

especially Egypt, for cooperating with Israel in various fields. 

 Supporters of the Islamic State encourage acts of jihad against the Hashemite Kingdom in 



 

 

 

Jordan. According to them, the Jordanian regime traditionally supports the State of Israel and 

even assists the US in attacking jihad fighters. Therefore, it is necessary to initiate attacks against 

Jordanian security forces and other targets throughout Jordan. 
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Ideology 

Publications by Al-Qaeda  

 Al-Sahab jihadist media institution, which belongs to Al-Qaeda leadership, published the 

following: 

o A speech titled, “How Will We Deal with the United States?” by Sheikh Ayman al-

Zawahiri, the leader of Al-Qaeda. In the opening to his speech, al-Zawahiri noted that 17 

years have passed since former US President George Bush launched a Crusader campaign 

against Muslims that continues to this day. He noted that the nature of the infidels' 

hostility towards Islam must first be understood 

in order to define the nature of their attack and 

defense. According to him, all wars and struggles 

against Muslims are run by the secular Crusader 

West, led by the US. 

According to al-Zawahiri, the war in Syria is a religious war that is accompanied by other 

kinds of hostility, such as economic aspirations and a desire to control territories, despite 

the West's efforts to hide it. The US, “the leader of the enemies of the Muslims," which 

ostensibly boasts its secularism, is characterized by a Zionist, Crusader, religious 

inclination. According to al-Zawahiri, even if many people renounce Christianity in the 

US and become secular, their souls are still imbued with Crusader hostility towards 

Muslims. Hence, Trump's decision to transfer the US Embassy to Jerusalem, in light of its 

recognition as the eternal capital of Israel, stems from the Christian Zionist inclination of 

the US. Al-Zawahiri then described the US as undermining Muslims all over the world but 

claimed that the Arab revolutions thwarted this, and in response, the US acted to thwart 

the revolutionary forces. 

Al-Zawahiri went on to accuse the US of supporting and encouraging regimes around the 

world to kill Muslims. He noted that the US encourages India to kill Muslims in Kashmir 

and emphasized that his organization has never forgotten those Muslims. According to 

him, Pakistan – with encouragement from the US – burned the “Red Mosque” and 



 

 

 

murdered students from Hafsa University,1 and thousands of Muslims in Swat and in 

tribal areas. Al-Zawahiri claimed that the US is also encouraging the regimes in Myanmar, 

the Philippines, Chechnya, Bosnia, Iraq and Syria to kill Muslims. He claimed that Iran and 

the US have conspired to act against the Sunnis in Iraq, Syria, Afghanistan and Yemen. 

According to him, the Saudi regime is helping the US to steal the oil resource from the 

Arabian Peninsula. He added that the Egyptian regime receives support from the US 

administration and that the US is “the leader of the criminals” in its treatment of 

Palestinians. 

A-Zawahiri again referred to Trump’s decision to transfer the US Embassy from Tel Aviv 

to Jerusalem. In his opinion, this move was a continuation of the crime committed by the 

US in “establishing an American military base equipped with nuclear weapons in the 

heart of the Islamic world, namely Israel”. 

Later, al-Zawahiri again accused the US of financing and arming General Haftar’s forces 

in Libya; supporting the Algerian ruler; establishing a combative Crusader coalition with 

France against Muslims in the Sahel, Sahara and West Africa; financing Crusader forces 

to invade Somalia and East Africa; splitting Sudan into two parts and expanding Israel’s 

influence in Africa; and hosting Salman Rushdie,2 “curser of the Prophet”, in the White 

House. Alongside these statements, al-Zawahiri called on Muslims around the world, and 

in North African countries in particular, to help their brothers, the mujahideen, in North 

Africa and especially in the area of the Sahara, the Sahel, and West Africa by waging jihad 

against the French-American coalition in any way possible. 

According to al-Zawahiri, the battle taking place today in tribal areas in Pakistan, 

Afghanistan, Iraq, the Levant, Palestine, Egypt, Algeria, Tunisia, Yemen, Mali, Somalia, 

and other areas is not a limited to the battle between Muslims and local regimes, "but 

has always been between Muslims and the greatest criminal regime in the world, the 

United States”. 

                                                 
1 The Red Mosque is a stronghold of radical Islamist who supported the Taliban in Afghanistan and opposed 
the pro-American policies of President Musharraf in the battle against global terrorism. In July 2007, Pakistani 
security forces managed to seize control of the Red Mosque following heavy clashes with those Islamists. 
2 A British Muslim author of Indian origin. Known as the author of the book, “Satanic Verses” (September 
1988), which was banned for publication and distribution in Muslim countries due to its offensive and 
insulting description of the Prophet Muhammad. Following the publication of the book, Khomeini, the Iranian 
leader, issued a fatwa permitting the killing of Rushdie. 



 

 

 

Following this review, al-Zawahiri referred to the combat tactics used by the US against 

Muslims: 

A. Formulating a coalition that will assist with financial expenses and manpower costs. 

B. Weakening its rivals and dissolving their ranks through various means, such as the 

use of intelligence material, strategy and the manipulation of rumors intended to 

cause a rift among the ranks of the mujahideen. 

C. Making false promises on the part of the US to help several groups come to power 

on condition that they comply with its dictates, as well as making threats to bomb 

them and include them in terrorist lists if they do not obey its orders. 

D. Distorting the goal and diverting the opponent from it. Thus, in conjunction with the 

Egyptian Military Council and other ideological movements, the US diverted the focus 

of these Islamic groups from applying shari'a to focus on the identity of the secular 

nation state and to accept peace agreements with Israel as well as military and 

security cooperation with the US. 

Al-Zawahiri added that, with the weakening of its adversaries, the US is resorting to the 
use of arms to bombard them from the air. According to him, US methods of operation 
have proven successful in several countries but also failed in others. 
Al-Zawahiri also addressed the tools used by the US to achieve its goals. He noted that 
the US has alliances and military cooperation agreements with governments and 
political blocs. According to him, anyone who helps the US, whether publicly or 
secretly, is considered one of its tools, such as Israel, muftis, sheikhs, media outlets, 
etc. 
After stating the above, al-Zawahiri noted that understanding the United States’ way of 
fighting Muslims could make it easier to formulate a plan to deal with it, and he added 
several key points to this end: 
A. It is necessary to understand the ideological dimension of the enemy’s hostility 

towards Muslims. 

B. A campaign must be waged everywhere in the Islamic world, for it is a single 

campaign composed of many fronts against one enemy. 

C. The campaign must be conducted as Muslims waging Jihad for God’s sake, so that 

Allah's words will reign supreme. 

D. The war must not be conducted according to the enemy's laws because in that case 

defeat is guaranteed, as proven by the failure of the Arab Spring revolutions. 

E. The guarantee of victory is tied to dawah and jihad, and not to peaceful ways or 

elections. 



 

 

 

F. In order to win, it is necessary to know who is the enemy of Islam. According to him, 

secular army forces in Pakistan, Turkey, Egypt, Tunisia, Libya, Algeria, Yemen, 

Somalia, Bangladesh and other countries are nothing more than a tool in the hands 

of the US, and the secular streams will not agree to compromise on their principles 

in favor of applying shari'a. 

G. In no way should the US be used to help fight against Muslims, even if they are 

Muslims who label other Muslims as infidels and allow their blood to be shed. 

H. One should beware of the "hired Salafi beards" [referring to clerics] who obey the 

ruler, call for the religious unity, permit interest, loot natural resources, conduct 

campaigns against the wearing of veils, spread immorality and recognize Israel's 

legitimacy to exist. 

I. The campaign must be united. Anyone who stands in the way of this unity and acts 

to break or weaken it, consciously or not, is ensuring the interests of the US. 

J. A consensus must be reached between the mujahideen and the Muslims, and the 

obligation to do good deeds and the prohibition against evil deeds must be revived 

so that the Muslim Nation will block anyone who seeks to achieve power by splitting 

the ranks of Muslims and shedding their blood. 

K. It must be understood that the tools of the US cannot help Islam and Muslims in their 

battle against it. 

L. It must be understood that since their emergence, Shi’ite forces will not be pleased 

until the Sunnis are eliminated, so they do not refrain from cooperating with the US 

despite the hostility between them. 

M. The campaign is very extensive, and the lessons learned from the Arab Spring prove 

that without pressure on the US and its slow destruction, victory will not be achieved 

"because it will try to harm any growing Islamic entity." 

N. The campaign against the US requires the joining together of all Islamic forces, clerics, 

leaders and mujahideen, and requires that the Muslim Nation help the mujahideen 

and learn the work of jihad. 

According to al-Zawahiri, the campaign against the US was forced on Muslims and 
there are only two options: Honor in fighting against the aggression or humiliation in 
accepting the shame. At the end of his speech, al-Zawahiri called on Muslims to wage 
jihad against the US and to help weaken it economically, militarily and security-wise 
until it leaves Islamic lands defeated, as it left Vietnam, Somalia, Aden and Iraq. He 
concluded his speech with verses emphasizing the value of patience, adherence to the 



 

 

 

value of the Oneness of God, and the victory promised to Muslims who believe in Allah 
and keep His path.3 
o A video of a speech by Hussam al-Rauf, spokesman for Al-Qaeda, regarding four years 

of the military campaign by Pakistani security forces against a concentration of jihad 

fighters in northern Waziristan. In his speech, al-Rauf accused the Pakistani regime 

and security forces of persecuting the Sunni population and of accepting the 

authority of the Crusader West and the Jews. In the video, al-Rauf focused on the 

Pakistani regime’s policy of persecution of other Muslim believers in Pakistan, 

especially in Waziristan, and mentioned relevant incidents from the past, such as the 

Pakistani army’s massacre of armed men who barricaded themselves in the Red 

Mosque in Islamabad in 2007. He accused the Pakistani regime of focusing efforts on 

eradicating Islamist Islamic groups in Kashmir. According to him, the Pakistani regime 

is not the only regime that cooperates with enemy forces, such as the US; there are 

other Muslim regimes that cooperate with the Chinese authorities who are 

persecuting the Sunni population in their country. Alongside these accusations, he 

denied the existence of links between his organization and the Indian intelligence 

services.4 

 

 
The banner of Sheikh Hussam al-Rauf, Al-Qaeda spokesman  

 

o An announcement containing a eulogy for Sheikh Jalal al-Din Haqqani, former leader 

of the Haqqani organization in Afghanistan, which is in alliance with the Taliban 

Afghanistan and Al-Qaeda. Haqqani was described as a brave jihad warrior who 

fought "against the Crusader enemies of God, defended the Nation’s holy places and 

its lands," followed by a brief biography of his life. For example, it stated that when 

Haqqani turned 25, the flame of battle and jihad was ignited within him, and he went 

                                                 
3 Telegram. 
4 https://risala.ga/xmch/ ; https://www.al-aafaaq.net/vb (Arabic). 

https://risala.ga/xmch/
https://www.al-aafaaq.net/vb/showthread.php?p=364


 

 

 

out to fight against the Communist regime in Afghanistan and later against the Soviet 

army forces that invaded Afghanistan. During the war against the Soviets, he was 

even invited to attend the White House to deliver a speech in the presence of US 

President Ronald Reagan. Later in the announcement, it was stated that he and 

Sheikh Osama bin Laden had sworn allegiance to the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, 

and that al-Haqqani earned a high status in the Emirate: "He was a pillar and a 

prominent member of its Shura Council”. With the US invasion of Afghanistan, 

Haqqani waged a war of jihad together with his supporters against the US, during 

which he lost 16 of his children and 60 of his relatives. Later, the announcement 

described his son, Sirajuddin Haqqani, head of the Haqqani organization and deputy 

leader of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, as continuing to carry the banner of 

jihad and his father’s struggle, and as a worthy leader to follow. In light of this, Al-

Qaeda emphasized that it was renewing its oath of allegiance to the Islamic Emirate 

of Afghanistan, and that it commits to follow in the footsteps of Jalal al-Din Haqqani. 

At the end of the announcement, Al-Qaeda again expressed sorrow over the death 

of the elder Haqqani.5 

 The Khayr al-Umma jihadist media group, which is involved in media for Al-Qaeda, published the 

following: 

o An article in which it called on Muslims, both men and women, to dedicate time to pray 

to God and to observe the commandments of Islam. According to the writer of the 

article, people today concentrate more on their mobile phones, and women concentrate 

more on their clothing, than on their religion and on prayer to God. In addition, the writer 

complained that many Muslims prefer to give up observance of the commandment of 

hajj (annual Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca).6 In the second part of the article, the writer 

quoted many verses from the Quran about the importance of prayer to God.7 

o A video focused on the recruitment of women affiliated with Al-Qaeda to jihad activities 

and on their training as fighters in the area of Idlib. In the framework of the video, several 

women were interviewed about the importance of women’s participation in the jihad 

battle against the enemy. According to them, in addition to learning how to use weapons, 

                                                 
5 Telegram 
6 Telegram 
7 Telegram 



 

 

 

the women also learn the principles of Islam through the Quran and the hadith.8 

 

 

 

A clip from the video showing a female jihad fighter responsible for training women in a training camp 

 
o A link to download an online archive containing all of the videos produced by the Khayr 

al-Umma media group.9 

 

 

The banner of the video archive produced by the Khayr al-Umma media group 

 

 A writer name Anas Khatab, who is apparently affiliated with Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, published 

an article about whether the raising of a flag symbolizing the Syrian revolution is appropriate or 

contradicts the principles of Islam. According to him, the issue is complex and, despite the 

differences of opinion on the subject, one cannot accept the view that the raising of this flag is 

equal to heresy, noting that many will probably not agree with his opinion. According to Anas, 

the Prophet Muhammad himself used to go out with flags while fighting with his armies against 

the enemies, but they were Islamic flags with the name of Allah written on them. Later in the 

                                                 
8 Telegram 
9 https://alfidaaforum.net/vb (Arabic); https://khaierommah.site123.me/مرئيات 

https://alfidaaforum.net/vb/node/127688
https://khaierommah.site123.me/مرئيات


 

 

 

article, he reviewed the explanations and arguments of those who oppose the flag of the 

revolution, and then clarified why he believes they should not be accepted in full. He explained 

that the battle in Syria was primarily against the Alawite regime and not against the use of one 

flag or another, and he claimed that the use of the Syrian flag was legitimate if those carrying it 

want to make it clear that they are determined to overthrow the Alawite regime and are 

opposed to it.10 

 
 

 

Publications by the Islamic State 

 Al-Furqan jihadist media institution, which belongs to the IS, published a short, recorded 

announcement by Abu al-Hassan al-Muhajer, spokesman for the IS, titled, “The Monotheistic 

Attack on the Fortress of the Polytheists”. In the framework of the three-minute announcement, 

al-Muhajer declared that IS fighters were responsible for the attack on the military parade in 

Ahvaz, Iran, in which members of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards were killed, among others. 

In addition, al-Muhajer threatened additional attacks in Iran while vowing that the next attacks 

would be “even more severe and bitter”.11 

 

 
The banner of the speech by Abu al-Hassan al-Muhajer, spokesman for the IS 

 

 Al-Himmah Library, which belongs to the IS, published a video titled, “Merciful Among Them”, 

which detailed the duties imposed on every Muslim towards his Muslim brothers. The video – 

which abound with examples from the hadith and Muslim traditions - explained what the 

Muslim is obligated to do (for example, welcome his brother, visit him during illness, etc.) and 

what is forbidden for him to do (humiliate his brother or shame him, speak to him rudely, etc.).12 

 The Ashad jihadist media group, which is involved in media for the IS, published the following:13 

                                                 
10 Telegram 
11 https://pastethis.at/xVhDFmH1z 
12 https://ia802900.us.archive.org/8/items/ruhama/ruhama.mp4 
13 Telegram 

https://pastethis.at/xVhDFmH1z
https://ia802900.us.archive.org/8/items/ruhama/ruhama.mp4


 

 

 

o An article condemning the West’s efforts to damage the identity of the Muslim minority 

living in its countries. According to the writer, the Christians and Jews are waging an 

orchestrated campaign against every Islamic trait in order to weaken the Islamic identity 

of Muslim minorities in Western countries. In light of this, the writer called on Muslim 

women living in the West to resist attempts to enforce the ban on wearing the veil, 

thereby preventing the destruction of Islam. 

o An article to mark seven years since the 9/11 attacks by Abu Hamza al-Shami, a member 

of the IS, in which he justified the attacks and permitted the killing of non-Muslim women 

and children in the West. 

o Correspondence by Abu Mariya al-Muhajir, ostensibly a fighter in the organization, 

regarding the establishment of a special unit of fighters called “Salman al-Farisi” to be 

entrusted with the assassination of the Shi’ite population in the Diyala and Saladdin 

Provinces in Iraq. According to al-Muhajir, the establishment of this unit demonstrated 

an aspiration to purge the area of Shi'ites in order to return lost territories to the Islamic 

Caliphate. He added that the recent military activities against the Shi’ites between Diyala 

and Saladdin prove that the organization is at the height of its power and is capable of 

causing serious casualties to the Shi’ite security forces in Iraq. 

o A video encouraging jihad in Jordan and propaganda against the Jordanian regime titled, 

“Lions of Jordan”. In the beginning of the video, Jordan was presented as a country 

whose history was "full of acts of betrayal for the benefit of the Jews and the Crusaders," 

along with criticism of Jordan's joining the international coalition (against the IS) and the 

opening of military bases in its territory to the Americans in order to bomb Muslims in 

Iraq and Syria. On the other hand, the clip praised the mujahideen that Jordan has 

produced over the years, led by Abu Musab al-Zarqawi. Another fighter to win praise was 

Muhammad al-Dala'in, the son of a Jordanian Parliament member who died as a suicide 

bomber among the ranks of the IS. The video included passages from al-Zarqawi's speech 

in which he called upon Muslims in Jordan to rise up against the Jordanian regime, and 

showed a prisoner's decapitation from a past video after which the executioner 

threatened: "Tyrants of Jordan, this will be your fate!”. It seems that the video was 

published against the backdrop of attacks carried out by Islamist militants in mid-August 

2018, which killed a total of five Jordanian security forces. 

 
 



 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
The banner of the video, “The Lions of Jordan” 

 

o Several banners with writing calling on Muslims to assassinate Donald Trump, Vladimir 

Putin and Hassan Rouhani, and anyone who helps them. 

 

 
The poster disseminated on social networks: “They are wanted dead, or hurt the people who help them” 

 

 The Turjman al-Asawirti jihadist media institution, which supports the IS, published a video 

against the backdrop of the arrests of several clerics in Saudi Arabia under the rule of 

Muhammad bin Salman. In the video, the clerics were accused of issuing rulings in favor of the 

“Crusaders” fighting the mujahideen, and were criticized for assisting the authorities in the 

'ideological war against terrorism'. Harsh remarks were directed at Salman al-Ouda, Muhammad 

al-Arifi and Ayedh al-Qarni for their support of Muhammad bin Salman and the Saudi nation-

state. In the video, it was claimed that the arrests of the clerics proved the justness of the IS, 

which argued that the tyrannical regime should not be trusted. The video concluded with a call 

on all Muslims to join the ranks of the IS.14 

 

Opinion Leaders in the Jihadist Discourse 

                                                 
14 https://tawhid.website/?video=8348 

https://tawhid.website/?video=8348


 

 

 

This section deals with the statements of opinion of several clerics, military commanders and 
publicists affiliated with Salafi-jihadist terrorist organizations seeking to shape the jihadist 
discourse and influence thoughts and actions in the field. The statements and their publication 
received a large number of views among global jihad activists, hence their importance. 
 

 
The photo shows prominent ideologues affiliated with Al-Qaeda below the words, “So Follow Their 
Guidance”. The poster was published on social networks in September 2018 by the Khayr al-Umma 

media group, which is involved in media for Al-Qaeda 

 

 Sheikh Abu Muhammad al-Maqdisi, a senior Salafi-jihadist thinker affiliated with Al-Qaeda, 

published the following:15 

o A reference to Turkey’s decision to include Hayat Tahrir al-Sham in the list of terrorist 

organizations with which it is forbidden to hold economic ties, a 

decision whose approval was attributed to Turkish President 

Erdogan. In this context, al-Maqdisi remarked that “Erdogan is only 

concerned with the interests of his country” and called on those 

who praise him and admire him to wake up. In a subsequent post, 

al-Maqdisi made it clear that Hayat Tahrir al-Sham has no aspirations beyond the borders 

of Syria, and therefore it should not be considered a terrorist organization. 

o An article that was published about a tripartite meeting in Tehran between the 

presidents of Russia, Turkey and Iran on the fate of the city of Idlib, in which they called 

to banish terrorism from the city, distinguishing between "terrorist factions and 

moderate factions”. Al-Maqdisi protested the leaders' statement and claimed that it was 

meant to enable them to use the 'moderate factions' as their agents against those they 

described as terrorists. 

o Reference to the situation in Idlib alongside a call on all of the mujahideen in this region 

to unite and point their guns at 'real enemies inside and outside'. Al-Maqdisi emphasized 

that Islamic factions must abandon old rivalries and even release prisoners who did not 

                                                 
15 Telegram 



 

 

 

commit serious offenses, since a great deal of manpower is required to repel the 

attacker. 

o  

 Sheikh Abu Qatada al-Filastini published the following on Telegram:16 

o A post in which he referred to the disdain of Muslim intellectuals and 

cultural figures for the concept of takfir (declaring a person or entity to 

be a heretic) because they see it as a weapon of exclusion and a 

declaration of ownership over absolute truth. Al-Filastini responded to 

the claim that the only possible situation for the Muslim is the worship 

of God, and therefore he cannot refrain from proclaiming all who have denied Allah as 

the heir to Hell. 

o A statement about a book titled, “Recalling the Caliphate: Decolonisation and World 

Order” by Salman Sayyid. Al-Filastini explained that this book explains why the West 

seeks to prevent Muslims from establishing a caliphate, and exposed the futile attempt 

of those who try to apply Western terminology to Islam in order to understand it. Al-

Filastini emphasized that it is important to read the book in order to understand the 

intellectual structure of the infidels and the animosity between them and the Muslims, 

as well as between the national institutions that were inspired by the West. 

o  

 Sheikh Abdul Razzaq-Mahdi, a Salafi-jihadist cleric affiliated with Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, 

published the following:17 

o A call on jihad fighters, such as those in the mountains of 

Kurdistan and Turkmenistan, to prepare for the planned 

invasion of Syrian forces and their allies by fortifying their 

positions, among other things. According to him, he met with 

several jihad fighters stationed on the front line and, according 

to their testimonies, enemy forces have been preparing for an attack for three months. 

Alongside these warnings, al-Razzaq tried to raise the morale of the fighters and 

emphasized that, in the end, Idlib would become a cemetery for the invaders. 
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o A call on imams in mosques to dedicate their Friday sermons to the importance of 

observing the commandment of jihad and to encourage young people to join the battle. 

In addition, he called on the media to encourage people to hold demonstrations, show 

determination and oppose any arrangement with the Russians. In addition, al-Mahdi 

called on all men, old and young, to participate in these demonstrations. 

o A call on the Sunni residents of Iraq to attack Iranians, Americans and any Iraqi who 

cooperates with them. According to him, attacks on institutions and sources of funding 

on Iraqi soil will help thwart Iran's entrenchment in the region. 

o Reference to the factors that caused Russia to fail in the surrender of Idlib: the fact that 

all jihad factions view the Syrian regime and its allies as the real enemy; thwarted 

initiatives for reconciliation; the awareness that they must be fought together and 

spread the spirit of brotherhood among citizens and jihad fighters; extensive 

demonstrations in Idlib that proved to the world that the nation exists and takes action, 

"not as the Russians claim that Idlib [only] has army camps for fighters”. 

o A reference to the memorandum of understanding formulated by Russia and Turkey 

regarding the Idlib region, specifically, not to attack it, among other things. According to 

al-Razzaq, the Russians are unreliable and cannot be believed to honor the 

memorandum. In the past, they violated understandings and agreements with 

Afghanistan, Chechnya, Dagestan and other countries. He added that once the Russians 

identify an opportunity that protects their interests, they do not hesitate to exploit it 

even if it involves breaking agreements. 

o An appeal to the commanders of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham and Jaysh al-Islam to find a 

solution to the issue of prisoners on both sides sitting in their prisons. According to him, 

this is not the time for struggles, but for joining forces against a common enemy. 

o Statements condemning the Shi’ite takeover of the Sunni population led by Iran in the 

region. According to him, the Malaysian regime acted wisely a few years ago when it 

adopted a religious ruling that was published by the Malaysian Council of Great Sages, 

according to which the Twelver Shia is considered heresy. According to him, as a result 

of this ruling, the Malaysian government announced the confiscation of all channels of 

communication and culture with Iran and Shi’ites around the world; the imposing of a 

travel ban on Iran; the cancelation of all teaching contracts signed with Shi’ite professors 

and their deportation from Malaysia; the imposing of a life sentence on anyone engaged 



 

 

 

in missionary activity to spread Shi'a; an order to destroy all Shi’ite schools and houses 

of worship, and the prevention of financial activity, such as donations to houses of 

worship and Shi’ite tombs of saints. 

 

 
A photo posted by al-Mahdi to his Telegram account seated next to jihad fighters and a journalist named 

Abu Amar al-Suri during a tour of the front lines in Hama 

 

 Sheikh Abdullah al-Muhaysini, a senior Salafi-jihadist cleric in Syria, published the following:18 

o Praise for a speech given by Jabr Basha, leader of Ahrar al-

Sham. According to al-Muhaysini, several important points 

stood out in the speech. The organization is turning a new 

page with the jihad factions and strives for unity among the 

ranks; extending a firm hand towards anyone who wants to 

promote a compromise or reconciliation with the enemy; concentrating efforts on 

unification in order to confront Russia and its allies; raising the morale of jihad fighters 

and encouraging those no longer engaged in fighting to return to jihad. 

o The publication of the names of the ten winners of an online trivia competition that 

began in August 2018 called, “The Eternal Quest” (Rihlat al-Khulud) on the subject of 

death and the afterlife. Participants in the competition were required to listen to al-

Muhaysini’s speeches on social networks and to answer two short questions about his 

speeches. The winners were promised the following prizes: 1. Gunpower 2. A gold ring 

3. 200-1,000 dollars 4. A cell phone. In addition, a video was also published documenting 

the moment the prizes were awarded to the winners. 
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From left to right: Winners of the online trivia contest: the woman received a gold ring and the man 

received a cell phone 
 

o Reference to the possibility of a Syrian regime attack on Idlib. Al-Muhaysini stated that 

he does not know if such a scenario will indeed take place, but he stressed that he is 

willing to give his life for the residents of Idlib, which numbers approximately three 

million people. In addition, he emphasized that thousands of young men in Idlib in 

various rebel factions are also willing to sacrifice their lives, and hundreds of thousands 

of residents are ready to fight against the Syrian regime. According to him, the mass 

demonstrations in the Idlib area against the Syrian regime prove that its residents are 

prepared to continue the campaign and the resistance even after seven years of fighting, 

in which Russia, Iran, and Syria used all means of destruction. 

o The launch of a campaign on social networks called, “Freedom for Prisoners” in which al-

Muhaysini urged people to hold demonstrations to free prisoners held in the prisons of 

the tyrannical regimes. According to him, he and his comrades are investing every effort 

to bring about their release. 

 

 
The logo of the campaign on social networks to free prisoners 

 



 

 

 

 Sheikh Abu al-Fatah al-Farghali, a member of the Shari’a Council of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham in 

Syria, published the following:19 

o A series of statements on various topics that are published on a weekly 

basis under the hashtag خواطر#. In one statement from September, al-

Farghali referred to the deaf discourse about Idlib and claimed that 

whoever wants to dismantle Hayat Tahrir al-Sham actually wants the 

enemy to regain control of the region, and those who submit to the 

dictates of the international community help the enemy to bring about the dismantling 

of the ranks. He added that anyone who is interested in an arrangement essentially seeks 

a fleeting pleasure that has no meaning in the future, but there is no point arguing with 

him since he is aware of the situation and therefore speaking to him is like speaking to a 

deaf person. In another statement, al-Farghali referred to the media's propaganda and 

to the fact that it supposedly gives freedom of choice between two options that are not 

necessarily always correct. According to him, an example of this is the question that 

arises in the media as to whether Jerusalem is the capital of Israel or not, when in his 

opinion the question should be whether Jerusalem is part of the State of Israel and 

whether there is any country worthy of being called Israel. He added that another 

question that comes up in the media is whether or not to surrender their weapons or to 

destroy Idlib, when according to him these are not the only two options since only 

combat will lead to victory. 

o Statuses under the hashtag معركة_الوعي#. In one status, al-Farghali criticized the fact that 

the international community labels Hayat Tahrir al-Sham a terrorist organization despite 

the fact that the organization is only operating in Syria against the Alawite regime, and 

its goal is to assist the oppressed Syrian civilians and therefore it is a legitimate uprising. 

Another status referred to the fact that the first step on the path to victory is the battle 

for consciousness, and added that as long as Syria is not liberated it is a crime and called 

for jihad to be waged until Damascus is liberated. 

o Reference to the Turkestan Islamic Party, and an expression of gratitude for its activities 

in Syria and for having a large role in preserving Islam and jihad in Syria. 

o Statements regarding his impressions from a visit that he made to the mujahideen in ג'בל 

and in Jabl al-Akrad. According to him, the mujahideen in these areas are barricading and 
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preparing themselves in tunnels and trenches to liberate Syrian lands. He again stressed 

that the most important thing is unity among the mujahideen in these areas and their 

willingness to wage jihad for Allah. 

 

 
Photos posted by al-Farghali to his Telegram account showing him seated next to fighters in Jabl al-

Turkman in the framework of his tour of the front lines 

o Statements regarding the fact that Muslims who abandoned Islam and fought among the 

ranks of the infidels against Muslims should not be forgiven, even if they were part of 

the mujahideen in the past. 

o Statements against the King of Jordan, Abdullah II. According to him, the King of Jordan 

is an envoy of the US and his betrayal of Islam is greater than that of Egyptian President 

al-Sisi and Tunisian President Beji Essebsi. He added that the Jordanian intelligence is 

causing greater damage to Muslims because it is helping to recruit spies from among the 

ranks of the mujahideen and forcing clerics living in the country to attack jihadist groups 

throughout the Muslim world. Therefore, it is not surprising that Abdullah II violated his 

commitment to the residents of Daraa and to the Syrian revolution. 

o A response to a visitor’s question, “What is the law regarding the Turkish flag currently 

being waved at demonstrations taking place in the liberated areas?”. According to al-

Farghali, if the flag is representing shari'a it should not be banned, but if the flag is 

representing secular rule, as in the case of Turkey, then it is forbidden to wave it because 

it indicates support for the secular idea that is opposed to the Islamic idea. Another 

reason to ban the waving of the Turkish flag is because it indicates a desire for Turkish 

assistance to protect Idlib, which is contrary to the path of shari'a. 

o Condemnation of the conference that took place in Sochi, Russia, which – according to 

al-Farghali – was intended to complete the occupation of the liberated areas, and to bury 

jihad and the Syrian revolution. In another post, he claimed that the mujahideen will not 



 

 

 

lay down their arms and will not give up the liberated areas, and that anyone who asks 

them to do so will be considered an enemy. 

 

 Sheikh Abu al-Yaqdhan al-Masri, a member of the Shari’a Council of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham in 

Syria, published the following:20  

o Correspondence regarding the important contribution of Uyghur 

fighters in the Syrian arena of jihad. According to him, “they have 

the burden of working in defense of religion, life, and respect for 

Muslims in the liberated areas”. In the video, which was 

distributed in the Uyghur language, he offered them support and 

encouraged them to continue fighting. In addition, his Friday sermon was published on 

the importance of harnessing the fight against the Syrian regime and its allies. 

 

 Abu Basir al-Tartusi, a jihad fighter in Syria, published the following:21 

o Criticism of the commanders of the Syrian revolution who carried out the commandment 

of hajj (annual Islamic pilgrimage to Mecca) while the enemy is on the border of Idlib, 

threatening its residents. 

o A call to establish a council of senior officials that would include all of 

the forces of the Syrian revolution and would be responsible for all the 

revolution’s political, military, security, administrative and 

constitutional activities, and would keep the revolution from deviating 

from the straight path. According to al-Tartusi, the absence of such a 

council leads to a situation in which everyone acts in his own interests or those of his 

organization, and not for the sake of the Syrian revolution and the future of Syria.  

o A reference to demonstrations held in northern Syria on Friday at the beginning of 

September. According to him, the demonstrations proved that the Syrian revolution still 

exists, and that the Alawite regime and its supporters have no place in Syria's future. He 

then called for constant uprising and jihad until Syria is liberated. 
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o A statement regarding the fact that any agreement or solution that ultimately leaves the 

Alawite regime in power will lead to the continued suffering of the Syrian people, and 

the continuation of the Syrian revolution and jihad. 

o A statement regarding the fact that the US and Russia have a tacit agreement about their 

actions in other countries, such that Russia does not condemn US crimes in Iraq and 

Afghanistan, and the US does not condemn Russian crimes in Syria. 

 

 Sheikh Abu Hafs al-Maqdisi, the leader of Jaysh al-Umma (Army of the Nation), a Salafi-jihadist 

organization the Gaza Strip that is affiliated with Al-Qaeda, published the following:22 

o A call on Muslims living in the West Bank, Jerusalem and Israeli territory 

to take revenge against Jews and settlers in various ways, such as 

stabbing attacks, rammings, etc. Alongside this call, al-Maqdisi posted a 

photo on his Telegram account of a rifle composed of various knives and 

underneath it the words, "hold your weapon, hero" (see photo). In another 

correspondence, al-Maqdisi criticized Hamas's condemnation of the terrorist attack that 

took place in Ahvaz, Iran.  

 

 
“Hold your weapon, hero” 

 

 Sheikh Nail bin Ghazi, a Salafi-jihadist affiliated with Al-Qaeda in the Gaza Strip, published the 

following:23 

o An accusation against Jared Kushner, the son-in-law of Donald Trump, 

and his senior advisers of attempting to destroy Mecca and Medina. 

According to him, Kushner’s close ties with King Salman of Saudi 

Arabia are puzzling in light of his work to destroy Mecca and Medina. 

o Correspondence regarding the deteriorating humanitarian situation in the Gaza Strip. 

According to him, Israel continues to make life difficult for residents of the Strip in various 
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ways, such as closing the Erez Crossing, preventing the exit of patients and merchants 

from the Gaza Strip, etc. "Gaza is on the verge of volcanic eruption despite all attempts 

to delay this explosion," he said, and expressed the hope that the explosion might wake 

up the Muslim nations. 

 

Strategy 

 The Taliban Pakistan published a 13-page document in Urdu, which contained a broad reference 

to the organization's strategy for the new Islamic year 1440. In the document, the organization 

referred to the objectives of its attacks, its attitude toward spies and captives, the use of spoils 

and more.24 

 

 
The banner page of the document about the Taliban in Pakistan’s strategy for the new Islamic year (1440) 

 

 A cleric affiliated with the Salafist movement in Kuwait, Hakem al-Mutairi, responded on his 

Telegram account to a question regarding jihad in Idlib, Syria. While quoting Ibn Taymiyyah and 

other sages, al-Mutairi emphasized that jihad in Idlib is considered legitimate jihad and, 

therefore, it is incumbent upon all who are capable of carrying it out and it takes precedence 

over any other commandment (such as religious studies). Al-Mutairi called upon Muslims to 

volunteer to help their brethren in any way possible.25 

 Al-Hayat jihadist media institution published parts 6-9 in a series of videos titled, “Harvest of the 

Spies”. In the framework of the videos, data was published regarding the number of attacks 

carried out each week of the month, as well as the number of dead and wounded among the 
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“apostates”, Shi'ites, Alawites, officers and commanders.26 It should be noted that a summary 

of the data appearing in the videos was also published in the September issue of Al-Naba 

magazine. 

 Sarh al-Khilafa jihadist media institution published a video titled, “Breakers of the Throne”, 

which was dedicated to the suicide terrorists who carried out suicide attacks using car bombs. 

The video included a collection of such attacks that were documented in past videos by the IS in 

various provinces. It should be noted that the reliance on past materials by media institutions 

that support the IS attests to the difficulty of the organization and its supporters in producing 

new material.27 

 

Magazines 

 The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan published issue no. 151 of Al-Somood magazine for 

September 2018. Among the topics covered in the magazine’s articles were: condolences over 

the death of Jalaluddin Haqqani, US policy following the failure in Ghanzi, and the personal story 

of an Afghan teenager who beheaded a Canadian officer with an axe in 2008.28 

 

 
The banner page of Al-Somood 

 

 Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent published the September 2018 issue of its magazine, Nawai 

Afghan Jihad in Urdu.29 
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The banner page of Nawai Afghan Jihad 

 

 The IS published issues no. 146-149 of the periodical, Al-Naba. The magazine’s article dealt with 

the following topics, among others: a review of the organization’s attacks in various arenas; 

infographic posters about the organization’s operational activities in various provinces along 

with details of the damage and losses sustained by the enemy; a review of battles between Al-

Qaeda and the IS in Al-Bayda Province in Yemen; an article condemning activities by Arab 

coalition forces against the IS; a review and infographic poster about an attack against the 

military parade in Ahwaz, Iran; and a transcript of a recent speech by the organization's 

spokesman, Abu al-Hassan al-Muhajer.30 

Issue 146 included an infographic poster titled, “To Supporters of the Caliphate in the Media”, 

which included a collection of tips for activists interested in promoting the organization's PR and 

distributing its publications on the Internet. Among other things, the poster included the 

following tips: avoid rumors and gossip, maintain the values of Islam and the customary 

manners, organize time and priorities, and diversify media activities. 

Issue no. 147 included an infographic poster titled, “To Supporters of the Caliphate in the Field”, 

which included tips for fighters interested in carrying out attacks in enemy lands. The poster 

included the following tips and warnings, among others: The planning and monitoring of the 

target must be carried out sufficiently in advance; the enemy's breaches and vulnerabilities 

should be marked as a target; a balance must be maintained between planning, execution and 
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security considerations. Also, supporters were encouraged to embrace God and strengthen their 

faith while disengaging from everything that binds them to this world. 

 

 

The banner page of issue no. 149 of Al-Naba magazine 

 

 Hayat Tahrir al-Sham published issues no. 12-16 of the periodical, Ibaa. The issues included 

reports, posters and interviews with fighters from the organization regarding the battle in Syria 

as well as recent events in other arenas of jihad.31 

 

 
Issue no. 16 of the periodical, Ibaa 

 

 The Khayr al-Umma jihadist media group, which is involved in media for Al-Qaeda, published 

issues no. 9-10 of the women’s periodical, Baytuki. The issues included the following topics: the 
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importance of educating children on Islam; an article warning about the negative consequences 

of divorce on families; tips on how to become a woman loved by her husband; the obligation to 

wear a veil for a woman; how to behave toward the husband's family; and more.32 

 

 
The banner pages of issues no. 9-10 of the women’s periodical, Baytuki 
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Afghanistan-Pakistan 

The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan  

 The Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan (the Taliban-Afghanistan) published the following: 

o Condolences over the death of Jalaluddin Haqqani as a result of an illness. The 

announcement detailed his activities and his contribution to jihad in Afghanistan during 

the period under Communist rule, during the reign of the Islamic Emirate, and during the 

American invasion of Afghanistan. The organization added that Haqqani was an 

exemplary model of a believer devoted to religion, and that the mujahideen must 

continue on his path.33 A similar message of condolences over the death of Jalaluddin 

Haqqani was published by his family. In the announcement, his family emphasized 

Haqqani’s modest nature and his great contribution to jihad. The announcement also 

discussed the Haqqani family’s contribution to jihad in Afghanistan. The family added 

that at the end of his life, Haqqani called for maintaining internal unity and obeying the 

Islamic Emirate, establishing Islamic rule and waging jihad. At the end of the 

announcement, the family noted that due to the security situation, it would not be 

possible to hold an open funeral for the general public or to offer condolences, and 

therefore it asked that the mujahideen hold the mourning ceremonies in their 

mosques.34 

o An announcement calling for donations from the Taliban’s department for the needy, 

orphans and the disabled. The announcement called on Muslims around the world to 

donate money to the Islamic Emirate so that the organization can support needy Afghans 

who were injured and/or lost their property due to US bombings. The end of the 

announcement included an email address and telephone number to contact to make 

donations.35 

o A denial of a publication by the Reuters news agency regarding negotiations and the 

release of prisoners. The announcement clarified that Taliban has spokespersons and 

official channels to convey the organization's policy, and that what was published was 

propaganda aimed at spreading false information.36 
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o A declaration by the Committee for the Prevention of Civilian Casualties and Civilian 

Complaints regarding public transport services. The announcement stated that the 

organization had reached agreements with private travel companies to ensure safe 

travel for passengers, but that some of the travel companies violated the agreements 

and caused accidents. At the end of the announcement, the organization threatened that 

travel companies that violate the agreements will be shut down.37 

o A denial of a meeting between representatives of the Islamic Emirate and US 

representatives in Dubai and Bagram, Afghanistan. In the announcement, the 

organization emphasized that only representatives of the organization’s political 

department are authorized to conduct diplomatic activities on its behalf and that any 

country, including the US, is invited to contact them for this purpose. The organization 

further claimed that the publication of such lies by the Americans may harm any genuine 

attempt at dialogue.38 

o An announcement regarding ongoing crimes against humanity. The announcement 

stated that American soldiers, together with Afghan soldiers, have recently been carrying 

out a systematic and deliberate killing campaign against Afghan civilians in remote areas 

in Afghanistan for no reason. At the end of the statement, the organization called on 

international human rights organizations to stand up against US crimes against the 

Afghan people.39   

o An interview with Muhammad Yusuf, the governor and official in charge of jihad on 

behalf of the Taliban in Ghazni Province, following the Taliban’s occupation of Ghazni in 

the framework of Operation Al-Khandaq. According to Yusuf, the main factors that led 

to the victory of the mujahideen in Ghazni were: Allah’s support; a well-planned military 

strategy of leadership and obedience of the soldiers; the physical and financial support 

of the muajhideen by the residents, which included the supply of food, the transfer of 

the wounded and a lack of coordination on the part of enemy forces. Later in the 

interview, Yusuf elaborated upon the military strategy that led to the occupation of 

Ghazni., According to him, the mujahideen were divided into five groups and attacked 

the city from five different directions, while some of the mujahideen infiltrated the city 

and set up key positions even before the offensive began. He added that the mujahideen 
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decided to evacuate the city after five days because of the US bombing of its residents, 

but the city is still under siege by the mujahideen. Yusuf further claimed that a large 

amount of light and heavy weapons, ammunition and tanks were captured by the 

organization during the occupation of the city. During the interview, Yusuf denied that 

the intelligence agencies of neighboring countries had helped the mujahideen capture 

Ghazni, and he emphasized that the mujahideen are working independently without any 

foreign assistance. Yusuf also denied that the mujahideen set fire to civilian shops and 

conducted looting campaigns in the city, claiming such reports were enemy propaganda. 

He added that the mujahideen were instructed to protect the lives of civilians and public 

places in the city. Later in the interview, Yusuf detailed the Taliban's military 

achievements in Afghanistan last year, and he called on Afghans to continue to support 

the mujahideen and to help liberate Afghanistan. He added that the Taliban has 

institutions responsible for the lives of civilians in the liberated areas, including 

educational institutions, a culture and training committee, and courts, noting that the 

“Voice of Shari'a” radio station operates in the liberated areas and helps to convey the 

reality on the ground to the residents.40 

o An announcement regarding conferences to be held by clerics in Islamabad and Kabul. 

In the announcement, the organization claimed that these were conferences of Muslim 

clerics sponsored by the US that were intended to put pressure on Taliban by publishing 

religious rulings against it. Later in the announcement, the organization urged Muslim 

clerics not to take part in these conferences and not to fall victim to this US strategy.41 

 

The Taliban Pakistan 

 The Omar jihadist media institution, which belongs to the Taliban Pakistan, published the 

following: 

o A eulogy in memory of Jalaluddin Haqqani, a veteran jihad fighter in Afghanistan. The 

organization reviewed his contribution to jihad and described him as "a distinguished 

leader of jihad in our time”.42 
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A banner in memory of Jalaluddin Haqqani 

 

o Condolences in memory of Jalaluddin Haqqani. In the announcement, the media 

institution noted that Sheikh Noruli, the mufti of the organization, posted a new flag for 

the organization on his Telegram account (see picture). The background of the new flag 

was white and read: "There is no other God but Allah, and Muhammad is his messenger." 

 

 
The new flag of the Taliban Pakistan 

 

 

The Arabian Peninsula 

Al-Qaeda in the Arabian Peninsula 

 Al-Malahim jihadist media institution, which is affiliated with AQAP, published the following: 

o A video titled, “Demolishing the Espionage” about the exposure of a spy network 

operating in Yemen on behalf of the Saudi intelligence services. According to the 

organization, the spy network was responsible to passing information to the enemy 

regarding the location of the organization’s fighters in Yemen as well as information on 

how to deal with the organization. After tracking the organization for about a year, AQAP 

operatives discovered the network, which was responsible for the deaths of dozens of 

AQAP fighters, including senior commanders. The video included interviews with the 

spies about the nature of their spying activities in Yemen, as well as confessions that they 

had been recruited by the Saudi intelligence apparatus. The spies said that they set up 

surveillance facilities to track several senior members of AQAP, in order to help the 



 

 

 

enemy locate and assassinate them. In one case, one of the spies had placed a 

surveillance device in a vehicle belonging to the organization's financial committee, 

which led to the destruction of the vehicle along with its passengers and a sum of money 

earmarked for jihad operatives in the amount of $70 million. 

Later in the video, Ibrahim Abu Salih, responsible for security in the organization, 

discussed his organization’s success in exposing the central spy network in Yemen, which 

had trained for many years, operated on behalf of the Saudi intelligence and belonged 

to the American intelligence. According to him, this network operated uninterrupted for 

a long time and was responsible for providing information to the enemy, which led to 

the killing of many of the organization's operatives. According to him, the exposure of 

the spy network is not only a success for the organization itself, but for the entire Muslim 

Nation. According to him, considerable importance should be given to the actions of 

traitorous spies among Muslims and to raising awareness among the Muslim Nation 

regarding the enemy's method of action, i.e. recruiting traitors among the Muslim Nation 

for espionage purposes. In light of this, he clarified that the organization’s media 

department saw fit to produce a video on this subject. After this, he turned to the Saudi 

regime and stressed that all of the recent attempts to extinguish the light of Allah in the 

Arabian Peninsula were doomed to failure. According to him, all the traitorous spies sent 

by the Saudi regime revealed that they acted in the service of the latter, and that the 

regime does not hesitate to use any means to kill a Muslim soul and help the infidel 

Americans who bomb the Muslims with drones. Abu Salih warned other spies operating 

in the Arabian Peninsula, threatening that their fate would be as bitter as the fate of the 

spies who were captured. He promised to forgive any spy who atones for his sins and 

turns himself in to the jihad fighters. At the end of his speech, Abu Salih expressed hope 

for the release of prisoners from enemy prisons, expressed solidarity with the 

Palestinians, and asked God to help the latter against the Jews and the Christians. 

Later in the video, the organization called on all of the spies to turn themselves in while 

promising that their crimes would be forgiven. For example, one of the organization's 

clerics promised to forgive the spies and to protect them from various dangers. The spies 

themselves made it clear in the video that other spies had best turn themselves in. Later 

in the video, some of the spies told how they were caught by the organization. At the 

end of the video, the announcer expressed sorrow for those Muslims who had become 



 

 

 

spies, whom he described as monsters in the form of human beings, willing to betray 

their own people.43 

 

 
In the photo, Sheikh Ibrahim Abu Salih, the head of security for AQAP 

 

The Islamic State 

 Aden-Abyan Province: A video titled, “Crushing the Enemy 3”, which included documentation of 

several attacks by the organization in the province.44 The first part of the video, which opened 

with criticism of attacks carried out by the Arab coalition (the UAE and Saudi Arabia) against the 

IS in Yemen, documented the wills of the two suicide terrorists who carried out attacks using 

explosive belts against military targets (the first attack was carried out at a military camp in the 

area of Khormakser and the second attack was directed against another group of soldiers who 

had gathered to receive their salaries). Later, the video included documentation of an attack 

against the criminal investigations director in whose area the prison was located (several 

prisoners escaped from the prison during the attack). The stages of the attack included scanning 

and photographing the area for the purpose of gathering intelligence for the operation, 

detonation of a suicide bomber at the gate and infiltration by fighters in order to kill those who 

remained, and setting fire to the vehicles and posts. 

Additional attacks were carried out against the operations room of the security zone forces 

belonging to the UAE and the Ministry of Finance building (which was carried out by detonating 

a parked car bomb), as well as assassinations of security forces and preachers "loyal to the 

tyrants." The video concluded with the execution of four soldiers who were taken captive by the 

organization in the Qifa area. 
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In addition, it should be noted that in several cases, the film emphasized the obligation to 

protect the lives of Muslim bystanders (which led to the cancellation of certain attacks), and it 

included a video of the conversations between the attackers and their dispatchers. It should be 

noted that, in these respects, the video is reminiscent in style to the 'deter the enemy' (Rad' al-

Udwan) videos produced by AQAP to document their 'quality attacks'. 

 

 

A video documenting attacks by the IS in Yemen against security forces’ buildings 

 

 Al-Bayda Province: A video titled, “The Days of God's Mention and Thanksgiving", which deals 

with the Eid al-Fitr celebrations. The film criticized holidays foreign to Islam that have penetrated 

Muslim countries (such as National Day, Independence Day, birthdays, etc.) while presenting 

them as holidays of the Jahiliyya, in contrast to the Islamic festivals of Eid al-Fitr and Eid al-Adha. 

The majority of the video included the documentation of Eid al-Adha among the mujahideen 

and murabiteen, who were shown with blurred faces as they ate and sang together for the 

holiday. The last part of the video included a review of the province’s fighters who fell as martyrs 

in battles in the province.45 

 The Muda news agency, which is involved in media for the IS, published posters in Arabic and 

English that contained visual information about AQAP losses in Al-Bayda Province in Yemen. It 

was noted that the organization managed to kill 13 Al-Qaeda fighters after they refused to 

comply with the Islamic State’s demand to conduct a security check on their bodies after they 

had asked to pass through the latter's checkpoint.46 
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A poster detailing the Islamic State’s activities in Yemen 

 

Iraq 

The Islamic State 

 The media departments of the provinces of the IS in Iraq published the following: 

o Diyala Province: A video titled, “Jihad Continues Until Judgement Day”. The video opened 

with a review of the mujahideen’s achievements, and their battle against the local and 

the foreign enemy in the days of the Islamic State in Iraq. Later, the video included more 

recent materials from the fighting, showing the dead from among Iraqi army and PMF 

forces, as well as recorded audio clips of a speech by Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi. It should be 

noted that the use of archival materials and emphasis on past achievements attests to 

the Islamic State’s difficulty in producing new content and disseminating it in its 

propaganda system.47 

o Saladdin Province: A video titled, “Stop for your own good”, which called on members of 

the Sunni tribes in the province to stop cooperating with the Shi’ite regime. In the 

framework of the video, the organization explained that it warned members of the tribes 

not to get mixed up with the initiatives of the Shi’ite regime operating with US backing, 

and accused the US of exploiting the tribesmen (for example, the Samar tribe) in order 

to spy on the mujahideen and harm them. Later in the video, a masked gunman 

explained that the Islamic State is only harming members of tribes that acted against the 

organization and against Islam, and not out of conflict with one tribe or another. The 

fighter emphasized that any Sunni Muslim who did not cooperate with the Shi’ite regime 

will have the same rights and obligations as any other Muslim and will not be the target 
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of attack. The video also included documentation of attacks against ‘apostates’ west of 

Baiji, and against sites and home belonging to Tribal Mobilization Forces (TMF) in the 

area of Tall Kasiba, east of Tikrit. The video concluded with a call on tribesman to 

“repent” and stop helping the enemy.48 

o Kirkuk Province: A video titled, “Harvesting the Humiliation”.49 The video – which 

included narration in Kurdish with translation to Arabic – dealt with the Kurdish issue, 

and included criticism of the Kurdish National Movement for aspiring to establish a 

nation-state with ties to Israel, and of the committee tasked with writing a constitution 

for Kurdistan for aspiring to establish a secular constitution. Alongside a call on Kurds in 

Iraq not to trust Shi’ite Muslims in the country, the video included photos of the 

mujahideen’s attacks in Kirkuk against the Shi’ite militias of the Popular Mobilization 

Forces. The end of the video showed the Saladdin battalion, which is composed of 

mujahideen of Kurdish origin who rejected the national idea and joined the ranks of the 

IS. 

 The Amaq news agency, which belongs to the IS, published a poster containing visual 

information about the organization's activities during the month of August this year. It was 

noted that the organization carried out 221 attacks, in which 570 people were killed, including 

Iraqi army forces, PKK forces, Syrian regime forces, and more.50 

 

 
A poster containing visual information about the Islamic State’s activities in Iraq and Syria during the 

month of August this year 
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Al-Sham [The Levant] 

Syria 

Hayat Tahrir al-Sham 

 The Amjad jihadist media institution, which operates on behalf of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, 

published the following: 

o An interview with the Minister of Justice in the Syrian Salvation government, Ibrahim 

Shasho, regarding the activities of the government courts in the liberated areas of 

northern Syria and the implementation of shari'a through those courts. According to 

Shasho, government courts cover about 80% of the territories of the liberated areas, 

with about 10 courts located in Idlib and in the northern and western suburbs of Aleppo. 

He added that the role of the courts is to impose order in the anarchy created in the 

liberated areas, to deal with criminals according to shari’a and to settle disputes among 

the residents. In addition, he noted that there are several types of courts: eight local civil 

courts that that adjudicate issues of disagreements and personal affairs, a central court 

for more serious criminal matters located in Idlib, a central appeals court located in Idlib, 

two military courts that adjudicate issues of the mujahideen, and a court that adjudicates 

administrative issues and governmental matters. Regarding the qualities required for the 

judge, Shasho replied that each candidate was examined according to a number of 

criteria, including his knowledge, resume, behavior, actions and participation in the 

Syrian revolution. He added that all of the courts adjudicate all issues according to shari’a 

and that they serve all jihad factions in the liberated areas, but if the defendant belongs 

to a faction that does not recognize the government, a legal committee is set up to settle 

the dispute between the parties. Shasho further noted that the Ministry of Justice began 

to operate around six months ago, and since then it has been recruiting judges and 

working diligently to establish courts, train judges and lawyers, build prisons and arrange 

laws for pardon. At the end of the interview, Shasho called on all factions to unite and 

agree to the activity of the government courts in the liberated areas of northern Syria. 

o An interview with a military commander in Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, Hazam Abu Omar, 

regarding recent military developments and coordination between Hayat Tahrir al-Sham 

and the rest of the factions. In the interview, Hazam noted that Hayat Tahrir al-Sham is 

monitoring the Syrian army’s organization south of Aleppo and northwest of Hamat, and 

that the residents of the area are helping the mujahideen fortify their defensive 



 

 

 

positions. He added that Hayat Tahrir al-Sham is cooperating with other factions, and has 

even divided the area into several axes and created joint operation rooms with the other 

factions. Later in the interview, Hazam claimed that no one believes Russia’s lies in an 

attempt to create internal conflict among the factions, and he called on all factions to 

ignore the political decisions of the occupiers. At the end of the interview, Hazam 

promised residents of the liberated areas that the organization will protect them. 

o An agreement between Hayat Tahrir al-Sham and the National Front for the Liberation 

of Syria in Jabl al-Zawiyya area, south of Idlib. As part of the agreement, an immediate 

release of the prisoners from both sides was agreed upon as well as the immediate 

establishment of a committee to resolve any future problem between the parties.51 

o An announcement regarding the deletion of an application of the magazine, Ibaa, which 

is affiliated with Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, from Google Play applications due to violence and 

dangerous activity. The announcement stated that the purpose of the application was to 

publish the news about the Syrian revolution and allow the voices of the oppressed in 

Syria to be heard. It added that the application had 1,600 downloads within 24 hours and 

many contacted the system to express their anger after it was deleted.52 

o A poster announcing the opening of a training course for preachers among the ranks of 

the fighters (see photo). It was noted that course will include the following: the art of 

speech, time management, the way in which information materials are arranged, the 

study of psychological profiles, and more. The poster included contact details via 

WhatsApp and Telegram.53 

 

 
The banner disseminated on Telegram announcing the opening of a training course for preachers to be 

placed in various combat units 
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 The Tubath jihadist media institution, which operates on behalf of Hayat Tahrir al-Sham, 

published a series of videos in which commanders and religious figures in the organization 

appeal to their supporters in Idlib to show courage and determination in the face of a possible 

attack on Idlib by Assad’s army and its allies. For example, a cleric in the organization stressed 

the importance of faith in God. Another senior member of the organization made a threat, in 

Farsi, to attack Iranian targets due to Iran’s crimes against the Sunni population in Lebanon and 

Syria.54 

 

Huras al-Din 

 The Sham al-Ribat jihadist media institution, which belongs to Huras al-Din, a branch of Al-Qaeda 

in Syria, published the following: 

o A eulogy over the death of Sheikh Jalaluddin Haqqani, as well as condolences to Mullah 

Hibatullah Akhundzada, the leader of the Taliban Afghanistan, and to all muajhideen.55 

o A statement clarifying that the organization clings firmly to combat and a war of jihad 

against the enemy. In the opening of the statement, the organization wrote that the jihad 

arena in Syria has experienced a decisive and dangerous period in recent days. The Syrian 

regime and its allies, such as Russia, seek to deceive the jihad factions in Idlib and 

eliminate jihad, as they did elsewhere in Syria. The organization explained that it is not 

willing to be deceived by the enemy's efforts to convince it to hold negotiations, and that 

it is unwilling to surrender and hand over weapons under any arrangement. In addition, 

it explained that it is unwilling to replace one tyrant with another and will continue to 

wage jihad, and it called on the rest of the jihad factions to continue fighting. Towards 

the end of the statement, the organization called on Muslims around the world to 

migrate to Syria and take part in jihad against the enemies.56 

 Al-Bayyan jihadist media institution, which operates on behalf of jihad fighters in Syria affiliated 

with Al-Qaeda, published the following: 

o An article titled, “September 11 – Yes, We Did It”, by Abu Khadija al-Urduni. In addition 

to praising the September 11 attacks, al-Urduni expressed harsh criticism against those 

Islamic groups seeking to make a change in the nation-states through integration into 
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political life, for example, rather than through jihad. According to him, jihad activity 

against the enemies of God proves itself in the field despite the accusations and criticisms 

of opponents of those who oppose the path of jihad. In this context, he referred to the 

September 11 attacks as proof that the path of jihad is succeeding in changing the world 

order.57 

 

Ansar al-Din Front 

 The Ansar al-Sin Front published the following: 

o Condolences to the leadership of the Islamic Emirate of Afghanistan, the family of Sheikh 

Haqqani and the Afghan people for the death of Sheikh Haqqani. The eulogy mentioned 

that Haqqani’s name was engraved in the books of Muslim history as a symbol of heroism 

and an example of a jihad fighter who devoted his life to fighting the enemy. Thus, it 

stated that even during his illness, Haqqani was careful to contribute his part to the war 

against the enemy. It also stated that thanks to his determination and the determination 

of the Afghan people not to submit to dictates from the West, the Islamic Emirate of 

Afghanistan managed to take control of much of Afghanistan.58 

o A statement denouncing the Russian-Turkish agreement signed in Sochi concerning the 

civil war in Syria. According to the organization, this is a plot that seeks to put an end to 

the revolution and jihad in Syria using various tricks. The organization stressed that it was 

strongly opposed to any agreement that sought to do so and warned others not to be 

tempted by this or any agreement, since Idlib in northern Syria is the last stronghold of 

the revolution.59 

 

The Islamic State  

 Al-Baraka Province of the IS published a filmed review regarding the activities of snipers 

operating in the province. The review showed IS fighters during shooting and sniper training 

against Syrian army soldiers.60 
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Turkestan Islamic Party 

 The Turkestan Islamic Party published several videos designed to raise the morale of its fighters. 

In this framework, it published a video praising their adherence to the commandment of jihad 

against the enemies of Islam. In addition, the organization published a psalm about the 

importance of adhering to the principle of the Oneness of God, and of maintaining the border 

against the enemy.61 

 

The Sinai Peninsula  

Jam‘at Jund al-Islam  

 Jam’at Jund al-Islam, which is affiliated with Al-Qaeda, published the following: 

o A video titled, “Defend Your Front Lines”. In the video, the organization criticized the US 

for strengthening the Jewish character of Jerusalem following the transfer of the US 

Embassy to Jerusalem, and criticized the Egyptian regime headed by al-Sisi for his silence 

on the issue and, even more, for his cooperation with Israel.  

The opening of the video focused on Jerusalem as a region where many nations and 

forces have battled throughout the history of mankind until its occupation by Muslim 

armies, until it fell into the hands of the Jews in the 20th century. According to the 

narrator, since the establishment of the Zionist entity, Sinai has troubled the Jews. It 

addition, it served as territory for terrorist attacks against the Zionist occupation. The 

organization accused al-Sisi of defending Israel's borders, and claimed that he harmed 

the civilian population in Gaza and ignored their distress by building buffer zones 

between Gaza and the Sinai Peninsula. Al-Sisi was further accused of harming the civilian 

population in Sinai, as manifested in the destruction of homes and sources of income, 

among other things, because of the Egyptian army's withdrawal from Sinai. In addition, 

al-Sisi was accused of allowing the Jews to bomb Muslims in the Sinai Peninsula. 

The organization noted that Jam’at Jund al-Islam was established in the face of crimes 

committed by al-Sisi’s regime in order to confront the armies of the Jews and their allies 

in the Egyptian army, which it referred to as the “Camp David Army”. It also noted that 

the organization includes local members and migrants who left their previous lives and 

emigrated to Sinai to join the organization and to help establish jihad fighters along the 

border with Israel. Later in the video, the voice of Sheikh Abdullah Azzam, a former 
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founder of Al-Qaeda, was heard discussing the importance of ribat and the 

establishment of jihad fighters along the enemy's front lines. He noted that anyone who 

fulfills ribat will receive an appropriate reward in the World to Come. 

The organization emphasized that its members are strict about ribat and about 

conducting a war of jihad in accordance with the rules and the path outlined by Islam 

without deviating towards labeling Muslims as infidels or extremists. The organization 

also stressed that it is guarding the Sinai border and the flame of jihad in Sinai against 

the machinations of the Jews. Later, the video mentioned several members of the 

organization who died as martyrs in Sinai defending Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa Mosque. The 

video included a speech by Sheikh Abd al-Hamid Kishk, a popular Egyptian preacher who 

called for the liberation of Jerusalem from Israel, and called on the youth to adhere to 

the principle of the Oneness of God and jihad. The video also included a sermon by 

Sheikh Omar Abdel-Rahman, the former spiritual leader of the Egyptian terrorist group, 

Al-Jama'a al-Islamiyya, in the 1990’s, about the importance of fulfilling the 

commandment of jihad. At the end of the video, the organization called on Muslims to 

migrate to the Sinai Peninsula in order to contribute to strengthening the infrastructure 

and building a jihad network in the Sinai in preparation of a campaign to liberate 

Jerusalem and Al-Aqsa Mosque from the Jews.62 

 

 
From left to right: Jama’at Jund al-Islam fighters in Sinai; the logo of the video 
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Africa 

The Maghreb 

Al-Qaeda in the Islamic Maghreb 

 The Ifriqya al-Muslima jihadist media group published the following on Telegram:63 

o A series of articles titled, “The Martyrs of the Islamic Maghreb” in memory of members 

of the organization who fell in battle. For instance, it published an article in memory of a 

fighter named Abu Sariya al-Tlemceni who had previously been involved in smuggling, 

but later became religious and joined the ranks of the mujahideen in the area of 

Boumerdès in northern Algeria. The article detailed his activities among the ranks of the 

mujahideen until he was killed in an ambush by the Algerian army in 2007. 

 

Libya 

 The IS in Tripoli Province published a claim of responsibility for an attack that was carried out by 

three IS fighters against Libya’s National Oil Corporation in central Tripoli in which two 

employees were killed and ten others were wounded. The announcement stated that the 

National Oil Corporation is a vital economic center that enables the "tyrants to sit safely on their 

thrones" while providing them with huge sums used to fight the mujahideen. The 

announcement concluded with a statement that "the oil fields supporting the Crusaders and 

their projects in Libya are a legitimate target for the mujahideen".64 

 Al-W’ad jihadist media institution published a video titled, “Libya – the Forgotten Arena”. The 

video opened with a review of the historical importance of Libya in the history of Islam, since 

ancient times, for jihad against the Italians to the present day in Libya after the ‘Arab Spring’ 

revolution. Much of the video was devoted to clarifying the duties of hijra and jihad based on 

the hadith, and on senior clerics such as Ibn Taymiyyah and Ibn Hazm. The video included clips 

from the organization's operational and civil activities in Libya, but it appears that some of the 

materials are not up to date and were taken from old videos of the IS in Libya.65 

Mali 

Jama’at Nusrat al-Islam wal Muslimeen 
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 Al-Zallaqa jihadist media institution, which belongs to Jama’at Nusrat al-Islam wal Muslimeen, 

published the following: 

o A video titled, “The Battle Continues”, which documented several attacks by the Group 

for the Support of Islam and Muslims (GSIM) against French forces in Mali. The video was 

composed of two sections: a section presenting the ideological basis for the attacks 

against French representatives on Mali soil (against the backdrop of the historical conflict 

between Christianity and Islam) and a section documenting the attacks themselves. 

Using quotations from the words of famous Al-Qaeda jihad figures, the video claimed 

that the battle against France is first and foremost a war between faith and heresy, and 

only afterwards an economic battle over resources, such as uranium and gold. The 

operational part of the video featured photographs of various attacks in Mali, including 

an attack against the G5 headquarters in Sévaré in the center of the country. Special 

attention was devoted to the attack on April 14, 2018 against MINUSMA headquarters 

in Timbuktu, which included three suicide bombers whose wills were documented in the 

video. 

In the video, Yahya Abu al-Humam, a senior GSIM official and the AQIM emir of the 

Sahara region, sent a message to France that the more it tries to act against the 

mujahideen in Mali, the stronger they would become. Another masked speaker who 

appeared in the video was Abd al-Hakim al-Muhajer, who had appeared in previous 

videos of the organization.66 

 

 

 
From left to right: the three suicide terrorist who carried out the attack against the MINUSMA 

headquarters; the MINUSMA headquarters in Timbuktu – the target of a GSIM attack 
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Burkina Faso 

 A new group of jihad fighters announced its establishment in Burkina Faso. The spokesperson 

for the group swore allegiance to Al-Qaeda and stressed that its goal is to fight against the infidel 

enemies of Islam and purge the area of western influence.67 

 

 
A clip from a video published by a new jihadist group affiliated with Al-Qaeda, which declared its 

establishment in Burkina Faso 

 

Somalia 

The Islamic State 

 The IS in Somalia published a video reviewing the daily life of its members in Somalia. For 

example, the video summarized their daily routine in prayer, eating, training and battle. 

 

 
From left to right: members of the organization watch videos designed to raise the morale of fighters; 

members of the organization pray before returning to jihad activities 

 

Nigeria 

The Islamic State in West Africa 

 West Africa Province: A video documenting an attack by the organization against a Nigerian army 

post in the town of Zari, in the area of Lake Chad, which was carried out in the beginning of 
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August 2018. The video documented the stages of the attack, which included shooting to soften 

targets and penetrating the enemy post, while playing a recorded segment from a speech by 

Abu Omar al-Baghdadi. As is customary in IS productions, the video concluded by showing the 

bodies of the dead and the weapons plundered from them.68 

 

The Indian Subcontinent 

 Al-Qaeda in the Indian Subcontinent published the following: 

o A statement expressing dissatisfaction with the continuing trend of insulting the Prophet 

Muhammad. According to the organization, governments in the West claim that mocking 

the Prophet Muhammad and insulting him is acceptable due to freedom of expression. 

The organization emphasized that this trend cannot continue because the Prophet’s 

honor is being deeply scorned, which should be seen as a violation of the dignity of all 

Muslims and of Islam. In light of this, the organization called on Muslims living in the 

West, including in Holland, to carry out terrorist attacks against anyone who participates 

in insulting the honor of the Prophet Muhammad, and to imitate past attacks by Muslims 

in the West, such as the Kouachi brothers who carried out an attack on the offices of the 

satirical newspaper, Charley Hebdo, because it had published a caricature of the Prophet 

Muhammad in a mocking manner.69 

o A eulogy in memory of Sheikh Jalaluddin Haqqani, a former senior jihad leader in 

Afghanistan.70 

 

Bangladesh 

 Al-Tamkin jihadist media institution, which is involved in media for Al-Qaeda, published an 

Islamic psalm in Bengali titled, “The Light of Shari’a Will Spread”. The video included 

photographs from various media networks, as well as from past IS videos, describing how the 

organization's fighters enforce shari'a in the area of the Caliphate.71 

 

Iran 
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 The Amaq news agency, which belongs to the IS, published a video of three terrorists on their 

way to carry out an attack at a military parade of the Iranian Revolutionary Guards in Ahvaz.72 

 

 
One of the three IS fighters in a video on his way to carry out an attack in Ahvaz 

 

 As a result of the attack in Ahvaz, in southern Iran, and the Islamic State’s claim of responsibility 

for the attack, the organization’s supporters distributed many banners and correspondence 

threatening to continue to carry out terrorist attacks on Iranian soil, as well as against Shi’ites 

throughout the Middle East, due to Iran's involvement in Iraq, Syria, Yemen and other parts of 

the Middle East, and the killing of many Sunnis by the Iranian security forces and the Shi’ite 

militias operating on its behalf.73 

 

 
The banner posted by IS supporters on social networks praising the attacks against Iranian in Ahvaz 
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The West 

 IS supporters posted a series of banners threatening to carry out attacks on Australian soil on 

social networks, especially on various Telegram channels. For example, supporters threatened 

to poison food, such as fruits and vegetables, in order to harm the western population in 

Australia. The supporters also published threats to attack American targets to mark the 

anniversary of the September 11, 2001 attacks.74 
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Threats by IS supporters to carry out attacks in Australia 

 

 
A threat by IS supporters to carry out attacks against American targets 

 

 Al-Nur jihadist media institution, which is involved in media for the IS in French, encouraged 

Muslims to carry out terrorist attacks on western soil by throwing Molotov cocktails. To this end, 

it distributed banners explaining how to build a Molotov cocktail. Another media group that also 

supports the IS encouraged Muslims in the West to spread spikes on the roads in order to cause 

road accidents.75 
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From left to right: a banner encouraging Muslims to spread spikes on roads; a banner in French that was 

disseminated on Telegram on how to build a Molotov cocktail 
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